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ABSTRACT 

The relationship of the non-diffractive renormalization of the 

bare Pomeron via KK and BB production - or its "flavoring" by A 

quark loops and di-quark loops - and the shape of the NN total ·cross 

section is studied in some detail. The "unflavored" bare Pomeron P 

generated by nonstrange quark loops with intercept a = 0.85 is non- . 

diffract! vely renormalized into the "flavored" ( Gribov) bare Pomeron 

( 1 06 h ) We Utilize inclusive P with intercept a above one a = • ere . 

data on KK and BB production as well as inelastic diffraction to 

constrain parameters, and we fit the combination 1/2 (a PP + a PP) 

from s = 10 Gev2 through ISR energies, including the new Fermilab 

data, to high accuracy. No pronoun~·ed long wavelength oscillations 

are observed. We suggest that these data favor the Chew"-Rosenzweig 

realization of the topological expansion over that of Harari-Freund. 

We show that our scheme is consistent with the rising b-ehavior of 
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The nature of the rise in total cross sections has been a 

source of theoretical uncertainty. Gribov' s · Reggeon field theory( 1 \RFT) 

is consistent with the infinite energy behavior ( R.ns )n with 0 < n ~ 2, 

and the Eikonal model ( 2 ) yields the same form with n = 2. However, in 

the finite energy region of FNAL-ISR both theories probably reduce to 

(2,3) f b th finite and highly truncated series . . A common feature o · o ap-

preaches involves the use of a first approximation a- 1 azB s to 

the total cross section a. This corresponds to a bare pole P in 

. -1 
an approximate partial wave amplitude Aj = B( J - a) • Absorptive 

p cuts of various kinds are then ad~ed (self-interact-ing for the 

RFT result and disconnected non-s~lf-interacting for the Eikonal result~ 

The parameter a is required to be above one because the cuts are 

absorptive-and a rises at high energies. 

An apparently different idea correlates the rise in a with 

the experimental observation of the rise in inelastic production of 

pairs of particles ( KK, BB) possessing quantum numbers (strangeness, 

. (4,5) baryon number) not found at low energJ.es to any appreciable extent 

The simplest multiperipheral realization of this approach uses-inherent 

t kinematic effects to provide the delayed effective thresholds. 
min 

Our purpose here is to examine this second approach in greater 

detail than has been done previously. We do not mean to imply that 

our calculation will be inconsistent with the first approach. On the 

contrary' we believe that the correct interpretation is a melange of all 

the ideas. The key to the resolution lies in the observation. that the 

bare Pooeron can undergo non-diffractive renormelizaticn - w.t:ich vie 

s.hall call_ "flavoringtt - as well. as diffractive renormalization due 

to j-plane cuts. The none.'1clature "flavoring" arises from the diffe:re:1t 
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quark flavors, e.g. strangeness. At low energies, the "~mflavored" 

·bare Pomeron P is visualized as being generated by iterating non-

strar~e quark q loops - i.e. the unitarity sum contains only non-strar~e 

particles away from the fragmentation region. This is due to the 

suppression of strange quark A loops (i.e. of Klrproduction) due to 

the higher mass of the A over· the q and some dynamical mechanism 

(e.g. t . effects). Indeed, produ~tion of KK pairs is observei 6 ) 
lllUl 

to. ~e an insignificant effect below some effective threshold (around 

s = 40 Ge v2). Above this energy A quark loops occur and .the bare 

Pomeron becomes "flavored" by them. The same effect occurs for BB 

pair production, with a somewhat higher effective threshold, corres

ponding. to the suppression of diquark ( qq) loops. We shall (somewhat 

loosely) use the word flavoring for this effect as well. Of course, 

one can go- on to add charmed quark loops. It is possible that 

flavoring by these (and any higher mass quarks) have an insignificant 

effect even at very high energies so that the Pomeron flavoring con-

verges rapidly. The completely flavored bare Pomeron is the Gribov 

bare Pomeron ( 3 ). 

It is important to keep in mind that the flavoring renormal

ization takes place within traditional Reggeon language, i.e. the 

intercept is not energy dependent. What happens is that the unfla

vored and flavored poles occur in different approximate partial 

wave amplitudes; the Mellin transform generates th~ energy depende::1ce; 

and a smooth transition occurs in energy. We shnll see this explicitly 

later. 

Our picture is that the ~.flavored bare Pomeron P has .an 

intercept ; below 1. This is consistent vd. th (and even suggested by) 
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two body data below s = 60 Gev2 (?) and with inclusive ab + aX near 

x = l(S). With the onset of flavoring effects the p is renormalized 

into. the P with intercept. a above one yielding high energy rising 

cross sections. We shall see that the inclusive data constraining 

.the flavorir~ and the shape of the total NN cross section are consistent. 

.We shall not include any j-plane cuts, other than an absorptive in

elastic diffraction term. Other cu-ts should be added. Our attitude 

is that we want to keep things simple. In the end we shall see that 

additional absorptive effects are indeed called for, i.e. more cuts 

Will improve the calculation. 

Quigg and Rabinovici ( 9 ) have made the interesting observation 

that the vacuum exchange piece of the combination 2oKN - anN of 

total cross sections has a monotonically rising behavior, to which 

they ascribe a fundamental significance. We show-that their inter

pretation is by no means required. Extending our NN results to make 

a simple assumption on the meson-baryon renormalizing thresholds, 

coupled with previous phenomenology( 7 ), allows a description of these 

data also. 

We close this section with some general remarks. The bare 

I 

Pomeron is generated by the multiperiphera~ suin of planar and cylinder 

terms within the topological expansion(lO). Two schemes are consistent 

(11) 
with this approach. The first due to Chew and Rosenzweig corres-

ponds to our parametrization, and an account of this is contained in 

Ref. ( 12 ). This approach identifies the f and Pomeron as tl:e same 

object. The unitarized Rarari-Fre1md scheme(lO,lJ) makes a different. 

ass~tion about the j-pl~~e structu=e of the cylinder and produces 

a distirict Pomeron ar.d f. We shall not dwell on the fo=idable 

.... 

J .4• 

i 
I 
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·iiff1cul ties of phenomenolo~ically; distinguishing between these ap

proaches. We on1Y wish to state that flavoring is an effect that 

should be present in addition to topological arguments and questions 

of J-plane singularities in the cylinder kernel. We believe, in 

fact, that the substantial flavoring indicated by the data favors 

the Chew-Rosenzweig approach over that of Harari-Freund. This is 

because the pole renormalization effects due to flavoring are on the 

order of 6a = 0.2. Such an effect cannot be accomodated by the more 

traditional scheme almost by construction, reJ.ying as it .does on a 

leading singularity practically at 1 and not undergoing any sig

nificant renormalization of any sort. Thus, the Harari-Freund 

scheme requires the simultaneous existence of some absorptive effect 

to .cancel out the flavoriDg renormalization. It is probably very 

d.ifficul t to arrange this without spoiling simple j-plane structure. 

We, along with other authors( 4 ), believe that subenerg;:r unitarity 

cansiderations(l4 ) cannot. prevent flavoring without breaking down the 

T~ole picture of simple Regge phenomenology at moderate (e.g. BNL) 

~ergies(l5 ). We see no general reason why unitarity, which is by no 

oea.11s saturated at present energies, should preven_t flavoring renor

malization. Indeed, we·are in some sense merely counting different 

t~~es of quark .loops whose nass splittings provide the relevant 

thresholds. We find this a satisfying parallel to quark model phen

~nology in general. 

We now proceed with ~~e model, a treatment closely followL11g 

earlier work( 4 •5 >. We-write the approximate t-channel I= 0 positive 

signatured partial wave amplitude A/t) at t = 0 as 

Here 

j 

and 

A 

ex -

g-r-bKJ 

(j - jK)nK 
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We shall explain the significance of the parameters momentarilY. 

.The Mellin transform of AJ is given by 

T'( s ) rc + iao 

= ~ 
J C - iao 21Tl. 

( 1) 

( 2) 

(j) 

(4) 

T(s) is our approximation to the forward absorptive amplitude related 

to the vacuum exchange part of the total cross section a by 

T( s) so( s). 

A generalization of the following formula will be used when 

a is 

where 

decomposed into its partial 

r + iao 
dj 

Jc - iao 2TTr 

Y = R.n.( s/s ) - b. 
0 

/ s) J 
(so . 

The .8 

cross sections 

e-bj 
8(Y)eaY 

yD 
(5) 

(J - a)n + 1 iiT 

function produces the effective 

thresholds. This is a particUlarly simple type of threshold, end is 

clearly not exact since ·(e.g.)· small amounts of KK and BB production 

are observed even at low energie~. 
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Equation(5) shows thatwe can soften the shape ooove a hard threshold 

by increasing n. The factors (j- ji)...:~ in eqs. 2, 3 satis-factorily 

acco!I!plish this with nK = ~ 1 and n/\ = ~ = 2. There are 

dynamic and kinematic sources for singularities in NJ. and D. within 
J 

multiperipheral dynamics, e.g. Regge-Regge cuts near j = 0 coupling 

2 (1&) onto a produced XX pair, a pole at j = O(mn) from pion exchange , 

nonsense poles, etc. We shall simply regard them as phenomenological 

co~structs accompanying our somewhat unrealistic hard thresholds. We 

shall set JK = jB = O and JD = 2a - 1, j 1\ = 2a if - 1, the latter 
K 

being the positions of the p X p and K* X K* cuts.(l?). 

Using these equations yields the familiar results(3,?) that 

at low energies, T( s) is described by the unflavored pole P in the 

unrenor.nalized Aj (gi = 0) amplitude, with terms of O(gi) ap- · 

pearing at increasing energy. Equivalently, one may describe 1he ampli

tude. T(s) by the flavored pole in A. along with an appropriate number 
J 

of secondary complex poles. The, perturbation expansion in the gi 

is utilized to produce the <n> distributions. 

produces n or K¥). 

n For example, gK 

The coupling 

represents both pp, nn production and possible annihilation ef

fects(4,5). gD and g/\ are couplings for inelastic diffraction 

pp ~ pX (witt the absorptive sign) and associated production 

pp ... ( 1\, l: .•• )KN. 

We now confront the data ( 6 ,rs·), constraining . gi, b i ( i =.f.,· 

K, B) by ~~e sizes and effective thresholds of the inclusive K+, ~ 

and -P production data(l9), while ·g , b are chosen to give qualitatjve 
D D · 

~20, 21) 
agreement with con·:entional estimates of inelastic diffraction • 

The parameters B and b
0 

are constrained by o at low energies, 
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while ~ . ~.8) 
a = 0.85 was fixed in conformity with previous phenomenology 

The results for o are shown in fig. 1. Very good agreement 

with experiment is found from low energies through ISR energies. 

Attention should be drawn to several points. First, no pronounced os

cillations are present. This is in opposition to statements which 

have appeared in the literature(22 1. It means that the perturbation 

series in gi is more accurate than the truncated series of the p 

and a single pair of secondary complex poles (here located at 0.16 

± 1.0 i). Secondly, the flatness of o in the Fermilab region is 

correlated with the gradual rise of BE production. These data 

coupled with the gradual rise at ISR may present difficulty for more 

conventional approaches( 9 ). 

'The relative contributions of the various terms to o at 200 

GeV/c are C1(P) =29.6mb., 'oK =ll.9atb, aB = 2.4 mb, o/\ = l.8rmb 

and aD= -5.3 mb, where oi a gi •. In our parametrization the rise in 

the cross section is due to BB production, but the high energy cross 

section has a substantial part composed of events that have at least 

one KK pair. The.bare 'flavored P energy dependence (whose intercept 

turned out to be a = 1.06) is softened through ISR energies by · 

the diffractive term(3). 

In fig. 2 the results for the inclusive production of K+, K

and p are shown. The data are indicated by pluses, rrdnuses ·and cots, 

respectively(&, ~9 ). The curves predicted by the model are all qual-

itatively correct but are actually too low. In partic'-llar the p 

multiplicity curve shovm assumes the corr:plete absence of the er.ni-

hilation effects mentioned earlier. If these effects are present 

(and they probably should be present ) t..~e c.=ve would be lowered 
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still .further since the model would predict that fewer p 's would 

actually be seen. This implies that there is indeed room for ad

ditional absorptive effects· (i.e. j-plane cuts) which we have left 

out. Add~tional absorptive cuts will allow more positive + -K-, p 

production in the model. In any case it is clear that the flavoring 

effect as we have described it is very substantial. We believe that 

it should be included in any discussion of diffraction. 

We close with a sho_rt description of the meson-baryon cross 

sections. For illustration we choose a generic softened renorma1izing 

tr>.reshold term, equal in both a'IIN and aKN, of the form 

oa =l.$pd- 1 (R.n p- b)2 e(R.n p- b) mb (6) 

where p = Plab I l(GeV/c)· and b = 2.9. For p ~ 30, oa is 

less than 2% of aTIN or aKN. Using parameters for the p pole 

and the P x P cut strengths identical to within 2% to those of the 

global fit of Ref. 7 ( 23~ -24'), we obtain the results shown in fig. 3 

for The agreement of this somewhat oscillatory curve 

with the data is reasonable. The increasing tendency of the data is 

reproduced by the combineQ P; P x Pl and. 6a terms. The des-

criptions of a11N and aKN separately are of similar quality. Below 

· P = 150, &:r ·js too small. The reader. who has followed us up to now 

should .agree that the form of ocr used is undoubtedly teo sir:ple. 

A more detailed analysis is presently underway. ~onetheless the simple 

exercise shor.s that· the hypothesis of the Pomeron - f identity co~pled 

~th flavoring ca.'1 provide a perfectly plausible interpretation of 

these· data .. 
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Discussion 

We have argued that the experimental existence of non-diffractive 

"flavoring" thresholds enables the Pomeron-f identi t/ 11 ) to be con-

sistent with rising cross sections. Our work is by no means complete. 

Meson-nucleon scattering, the introduction of Eikonal cuts, the ~am

ical origins of flavoring( 25 ' 26 ) ~d the interpretation of the resul

ting flavored vacuum poles all need further work. Our leading secondary 

flavored pole is complex. Complex poles can collide, become real at 

timelike t, and go through particles. On the other hand flavoring 

might produce a leading secondary real pole (along with other inevitable 

complex poles). This cannot be the Harari-Freund ( HF) ideally miJied 

f, since strong :I. X' and qqqq components will exist( 12 ' 27 ' 28 ), more 
I ( 29) except in weak coupling( 28 ) reminiscent, of the f or a • Moreover, 

it is too low; we calculate its intercept as -0.2 for ref. 27, similar 

to the fd in ref. 12. A more plausible origin for the HF scheme is 

topological ( 10 ' l3), although no simple cluster model will produce it ( 12 ! 
A final point concerns phenomenology performed with flavored 

poles. We believe that this is unmotivated at energies below flavoring 

thresholds. It is still possible; the price is to add in flavored com-

plex poles to cancel out the unwarranted flavoring of the leading·pole 

below flavoring thresholds. A more economical description at these 

energies is to use ~'1flavored poles( 3, 7 ' 30 ). This is all consistent 

with the Pomeron-f identity. In the HF case one must: ( 1) either elim

inate flavoring by selectively absorbing( 14 ) a structure less kernel, 

which probably has the \mdesirable side effect of inducing strong lor.g-

range correlations(l5 ), or: (2) try to accomodate flavoring by in-. 

eluding flavored complex poles to the flavored cylinder pole near 1 
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and the f. Since flavoring renormali~ation effects are on the order 

~a = 0.2, the latter is equivalent to an unflavored cylinder pole near 

the p which along with the. planar f around 1/2 would supposedly des-

cribe low energy data. We find neither of these possibilities esthetic 

or viable, and conclude that the Pomeron-f identity is more attractive. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. L Results for a = 1/2 (a + a -). 
PP PP 

Fig. 2. The mul tiplici t.ies for K +, K-, and p compared with the data 

from Ref·. 6 normalized to 32 mb. The errors on the data 

(not shown) are 10-15%. 

Fig. l Results for 2aKN - anN' 
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